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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

-This report is addressed to only one question: What should

be the Federal role in the Advancement of lifelong learning? We

believe that this question should be answered only with a clear

understanding of the difference that is made by the scale of

that role and by the scale of the total lifelong learning

enterprise. We believe that it the Federal Government supports

a larga-scale exp-ansion of lifelong learning opportunities, then

what is likely to emerge is something that can be described as a

lifelong learning system. By this we mean sitply that in a large

*.scale Federally supported expansion of lifelong learning

opportunities, those opportunities will become structured into a

system, and that ht system, moreover, wkIl-COrita-in most of-the--

elements already present in the existing educational system,

including those features that the advocates of lifelong learning

find most objectionable in the existing system of formal education.

We try to show how this development is likely to .occur, how

is_likely_to_affect_the_existing educaAional_sy.atem_and_

trade-offs will have to be confronted between a small enterprise

------and a-lawge-one.--In-generalt_sta_feel that any_ effort_to produce

a large-scale expansion of lifelong learning, though beginning

in .an effort to provide alternatives to existing arrangements,

will erid simply by creating an expansion of existing arrangements.

Either this will happen or the scope and size of the lifelong

learning enterprise will remain small and will require no

substantial Federal role at all.

ii
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We think, however, that even if a "lifelong learning

system" accomplishes nothing more than an'expansion of existing

arrangements,, still, such an effort may have positive reforming

effects upon the existing educational system.

The report concludes with a brief presentation of conclusions

and recommendations:

1. Because of the importance of scale in determining the

consequences of any program, we think that any effort to

determine Federal policy in the case of lifelong learning by

the conduct of small-scale experiments is likely to be

maximally misleading.
L,

2. there are many opportunities for a small-scale Federal

role to be quite successful by attaching an increase of lifelong

learning opportunities to already existing Federal programs. We

provide examples drawn from existing programs in FHA and the

Small Business Administration.

3. We think that any large and new initiative in lifelong

learning should constitute a sapid expansion of those institutions

.n American life that are (1) free, (2) of easy access to all,

and (3) open to all members of American society without

discrimination. Those institutions, we believe, would be the

growing_and_imprdving_systems of (a) libraries, lb) museums, and

(c) the educational media. We believe that such institutions

might indeed become more aggressive centers for the identification

of learning needs, for the development of means for meeting those

needs, and for the creation of centers for advisement, guidance

and "educational brokering."

5
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4. We recommend That, only in conjunction with some

'mix of these other recommendations, some subsidies be made

available for existing institutions to expand their efforts

to serve new populations not now served well by the existing

arrangements for learning.-

.
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INTRODUCTION: Wiz TERMS OF INQUIRY

Supporters of the movement usually understarfd the goal

of lifelong learning to be the enhancement and expansion of

learning opportunities for all social groups and ages in

American .society. They speak of lifelong learning as a

desirable way to reform the general arrangements f(* education,
\\.

a way of creating alternatives to the learning opportunities

already available through the existing educational s stem. In

iother words, lifelong learning is not ordinarily-cop eiVed as

merely a vehicle for expanding the existing educational system.

\
On the contrary, it is seen as a way of providing learni gf

opportunities that are
9

not currently provided by the exis ing 4

educational system and for persons who are not currently 1111

served by that system.

Nonetheless, it is our thesis that if the Fed6iir-Oovir ment

supports a large-scale expansion of lifelong learning

opportunities, then what is likely to emerge is somethinLti--

can be described as a lifelong learning system. By this we mean

simply that in a large scale expansion of lifelong learning

opportunities, those opportunities will become structured into

a sydEem.--Thdf system, furthermore ,-0.11-c-an-ta-i-n-mFart-o-f-th-e

elements already present in the existing,educational system, and

is likely to include just those features that the advocates of

lifelong learning find objectionable in the existing educational

system.

17
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Our thesis, furthermore, is that such a lifelong learning

ystem might eventually be absorbed by the existing educational

tem, might modify that system, or might remain a competitor

of hat system for cone ituents and for public funds. ; These

alte4latives sho ld be studied carefully and early in the

formaon of any deral rb e in respect to lifelong learning.

The impl cations fo the dimsions of the Federal role and the

funding o that role are very different depending on whether

en

the course of action

services alre dy provide

'a reform of th e serviCes

These are t e isshes th which this report deals. Though

intended to produce an alternative to

/ an extension of those services or

\ ,
\

some recommendatia s oife ed at the end of this report, the
\ .

\. i

gnalypis is piesent d mnly\ .raise the sirals of caution:

t 81/4ear\frm the outiet\that the focus of

this study. is extremel t d. We hive been %asked to comment

\
upon the likely relatio hip betwe n lifelong learning and the

. . \
formal educational system,sho ld the Federal Gover7ent become--T '

l

#ivolved in promoting life ong earni g in America. Our remarks

1\a

we wish to make

are addressed to this issue nd no

contained in this report do n t a..1

lifelong learning efforts as a whol

and manner of possible Federal involv

ether. Thus, tie caveats

to 'the desirability of

but only to the wisdom

ment in lifelong le'rning. V

v a"."

We believe that the enhancement o learning opportuni\ies

for all ages and social groups is a nece sary and desirable\

social goal. But if we are to achieve th

0

8

s social end, it is
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most important that we look at the potential pitfalls in our

path before we act so that they can be circumvented. Wise

social policy demands no less.

A. Social Concerns Behind Lifelong Learning

We begin this report with the assumption that "lifelong

4 learning" is a banner for a movement around which various`'

educational and social interests have rallied. If this

understanding is_correct, then it is of small importance to

attempt any definition of "life -long learning." On the othpr

.

hand, it is vital-to understand the social Concerns that have

brought into existence, and continue to-nurture, the lifelong

learning movement.

Human beings cease to .learn only when they cease to live.

In a trivial sense, then, learning is continuous with life:

from birth to maturity to old-age and death. This is simply a

reflection of the human condition. But since human learning

takes place within the context of social life, it is always

possible to ask whether the social arrangements of everyday

life inhibit or enhance learning opportunities that may lead.to

the enrichmint of individual, human experience.

The emergence of a lifelong learning movement is evidence

that many believe the presently constituted social arrangements

of sosziAty_are_either_insufficient_f6r_or-impediments_ta_

individual enrichment through deliberate, sustained learning;

and, this, despite the fact that we pdssess a huge educational

system -wi vas gees-atits-command: 7-Indeedr-many-feel

9
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that it is because of the educational.systeb--a 'system Of

education that is lock-stepped,-age-giaded, geared to the

production of degree, license, and diploma-holders, and a

consumer of a large percentage of the nationalig.ealthat
,

so many educational needs are 'currently unmet.

But wheat are these needs? They. are weeping in their

breadth and scope. Por they emerge from nothing less than the

structure and problems of American family life--from birth to

parenthood to old age--and social life regardless of age, sex,

race, and ethnic origin. Here are a few of these concerns:

ea)

(1) The breakdown of family structure
.

(2) The alienation and impotence felt by, many people
. in American society over the incapacity to shape

and control their lives

(3) Tha increasing problems of being old in a youth-
oriented society

#

(4) The stable or Ocreasing socioeconomic gap between
.---tadvantaged,-and "disadvantaged" social groups

,despite'a decrease in the inequality.of educational:
opportunity in the formal educational system

(5) The belief that work is central to one's individual
identity and a source of meaning. -in life, even as
many Americans feel estranged from their jobs

(6) The, rising tide of"the unemployed young and youth-.
'related crime at a eme when the formal educational
system seems paralyzed by crises

(7) The seeming inability of our cities to nurture and
support an urban culture t'at at once provides a
source of humane values to all and yet remains
pluralistic and open-ended

No supporter of lifelong learning is probably so naive as ,

-
to believe that removing social bottlenecks to enhanced learning

opportunities Can cure these and other social ills. Still, all

4
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would agree that an open, highb-diversified, non - patronizing,

lifelong learning dystem_can'ease some of the social strain

that presently exists. And it is likely that voices from the

lifelong learning movement will increasingly be heard in the

political arena...',It remains to be seen how public policy will
1 . p

be influenced by the lifelong learning movement, but that it

will be influenced i suggested by the enormity of the social.0

interests represented the movement.- Should the scale of a
. -

system of lifelong learni , supported by public dollars,

become fairly ldrge in the Eture, the lifelong learning system
\

will surely have .ait.impact upon\other social institutions as

it, in turn, will be affected by them. Chief among other related

social institutions is the formal educational
1

system. Clearly, -

it would be i mistake to frame public policy on the future of °

lifelong learning without anticipating the educational system's

likely response ,;to the establishment of a rival for public

resources.' And it would als6 be a mistake to assume.that a

lifelong leaining system of significant magnitude would have no

4.

;

consequences for the exib'iiig educational system:

F14.

B. Lifelong Learni g and the Federal Government

Should the Federal Government become involved in prOmoting

lifelonglearning in America? That is the central policy question.
4

..,04 .

It is easy to state, but; ,by no means easy to answer.
-6, . =

No matter what answer.is,,given, the primary instrument for
4

government policy will beN the allocation of public funds. That
/

\
is, in fact, the only role tl et many supporters of lifelong

PO

N
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learning envision the Federal Government playing. On the other

hand, any mere allocational role pliyed by the Federal Government

necessarily involves much more. The Federal Government has a
.

maximum responsibility to ensure that public dollars are spent

in efficient and determinable ways. This entails, in part,

that institutions or organizations receiving funds will have to

have accounting procedures that are government approves, program

expenditure review procedures that satisfy Federal criteria, and

lifelorig learning programs that meet legislative criteria -as

interpreted by the appropriate government agencies. Furthermore,

institutions or organizations receiving Federal support for

lifelong learning programi would have to meet the social equity

policies established by the Federal Government. Affirmative

*action and special facilities for the handicaPped are two such

examples. For these reasons, many other supporters of lifelong -

learning advisie against a Federal role even though it means a

potential loss of funds for such activities. They arguethat

the heavy -- handedness of Federal requirements would stifle the

experiment, diversity, and innovation necessary-for a-truly

-" 1exc611ent system of lifelong learning.

But suppose that political preisure increases, and that

a Federal role in lifelong learning becomos increasingly likely.

Then, we must ask *hat institutions exist already that are

-See, for, examplei-The Future of 'Adult Education and
-

Learning in the United States; Warren L. Ziegler, Final Report,
prepared for the Division of Adult Education, U.S. Office of
Education, The Educatinnal Policy Research Center? Syracuse
Research Corporation, yracuset Februar,,,, 1977.

9
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related to the goals of lifelong learning and that have the

institutional arrangements that meet Federal accounting and

program-requirements? The obvious response is to consider

the institutions that comprise the formal educational system.
O

The educational system, like the lifelong learning

movement, has an educational mission. The educational system,

furthermore, has resources--both physical and human--that are

necessary for the establishmenX of lifelong learning programs.

The educational system is already involved in continuing and

adult education. Mdch of the educational system is comprised

of public institutions already accountable for the expenditure

of public funds. And, perhaps most importantly, the educational
C

System-has institutional practices that satisfy Federal

requirements for the receipt of public funds.

We therefore surmise that any large-scale Federal support

for lifelong learning is extremely likely to involve the

existing educational system in lifelong learning. No doubt the

scale of Federa1 activity willoe a determining factor.

Presumably, if Federal expenditures amount to very little, the

Federal Government will not be strongly tempted to turn to the !

educational system and the educational system would have no

strong interests at stake. But if the Federal Government either

entered lifelong learning in a large way or slowly increased its

role, then involvement by the existing educational systerit would,

we believe, be a virtual certainty.

Thus, 'in the remainder of this report, we shall examine how

the educational system is likely to affect lifelong learning and

13
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vice-versa. Much of the analysis will take place on the

assumption that lifelong learning activities become large

in scale. Given this assumption, we can ask under what

conditions activities of lifelong learning are likely to be

absorbed into the existing educational system and with what

-consequences? We can ask tnder what conditions lifelong

learning, despite -large Federal support, might nevertheless \

remain independent of the educational system? And finally, we,

_may_ask_whether lifelong learning activities7-even--though

absorbed into the educational system, might have a salutory

reforming effect on the system? \

\
In Part II of this report, then,'we shall sketch a number

of scenarios to examine the probable _impact of a

learning system and the existing educational system on one

another. In Part III we shall briefly sketch some recommendations

that seem to us implied by 'the analysis.

t
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LIFELONG LEARNING SCENARIOS

A. Introduction

In this Part, we examine the conditions and the parameters

under which the following claim holds true: any lifelong

learning enterprise initially funded by the Federal-government -

outside of the existing educational system as non-seguentia4 _

non-selective and non-certificatory will be transformed into a

system that is sequenced, selective and certificatory. We think

that this transformation scenario is likely to occur only if the

scale of the lifelong learning enterprise becomes fairly large.

Yet, we also believe that what constitutes a "fairly large"

effort is smaller than many-axe likely to suspect.

We also examine the conditions and the parameters under

which a:lifelong learning system, established outside of the

existing educational system, will be absorbed into the

educational system. We sketch the consequences of such an

absorption scenario. We also explore the conditions under which

the lifelong learning system might. remain independent of the

existing educational system. And we consider the possibilities

for educational reform implicit in the establishment of a

lifelong learnin-g enterprise within the existing educational .

1 system. 0

Let us begin with simplicities. Surely, one principal goal

of any lifelong learning enterprise is the distribution of

9
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knowledge and skills. The acquisition of these educational

goods requires learning, and learning takes time. thus, any

-learning opportunity will have a beginning and.,,an end. That

is to say, it will take some time. In ordinary life, learning

opportunities vary, ,enormously. They may occur in the course

of a visit with a friend, a walk in the park, a visit to a

local museum, the theater, involvement in some community

activity, or conversation with a dinner partner. A bus ride

can be a learning opportunity. In the educational system a

brief learning opportunity is often called a seminar, workshop,

or discussion meeting. A longer learning opportunity is often
O

called a course. there are, persons for whom learning.somithing

may take2a-lifetime,--butall learning opportunities will have

some duration. The mere fact that learning takes time is

inescapabye., It is also an important reason why we believe

that-opportunities for learningl'when created and managed on a

large scale will ineVitably take on the structure of some

sequence.

But must a subitantial Federal role-in lifelong learning

produce such a large-scale enterprise? Not necessarily. But

on the other hand, a high rate of participation' within the target

population would surely be regarded as an essential test for the

success of such an effort. Thus, we believe that any substantial

and successful Federal effort will produce an enterprise of

large scale. It will involve a.large ratio of participants to

eligible participants. Under these conditions we think it

reasonable to expect the lifelong learning enterprise to become

16'
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more complex, an inevitable that the learning opportunities.

created will take on more and more of the structural features

so evident in the already established educational system.

Consider the following scenario. Lifelong learning is for

everyone regardless of age, sex, race, social class, etc. It

is not intended only for certain age groups or certain

subpopulations or occupational categories. Yet, we old ;

distributed in the population, an incredibly wide range,pf

interests, skills, knowledge and dispositionS as well as many
0

. associated and different levels of mastery. A higher

participation rate in activities of lifelong learning will

qdickly produce an increased' range of mastery levels. No matter

what the activity or topic, there 411 be those who are beginners

And those who are'*ore knowleftesa4 and more practiced. Thus;
, .

as the participatiOn ratio increases; the enterprise will' have

to expand the number of existing learning opportunities to

accommodate this wider range of mastery levels. In short, it
f
1 /

/
. will become more complex. /

.
.

/
Furthermore, if the participation ratio is to grow, then

//.

the enterprise will have to extend to a wider range of activities

to satisfy the broader range of interests. Otherwise, it will '

not grow. It will have to include not only a concern with diama,"

for example, but also a concern with cooking. It will have to
0

accommodite not only thoSe in the theater, but also those in the

kitchen. Thus, if the enterprise grows, it will have to satisfy

a broader range of interests. That is toosay, learning

opportunities will have to be differentiated. This is merely to

O
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say that people are unlikely to come to dinner, and even less

likely to stay, if the conversation promises to be too trivial _

for the serious and too elevated for the novice. For these

groups we shall need another dinner table--another opportunity.

In sum, if the lifelong learning enterprise is successful,
.

then it will have to meet the learning needs of its participants.

Above all, we wan% to keep in mind that meting the needs of

learners is what lifelong learning is all about. But behind
f

this banality there lies an important dynamic. Success means

an increase in participation. Therefore, it means also that

lifelong learning opportunities will become,more complex in/.,

distinguishing between levels of mastery and more differentiated

in the` range of topics and activities..
1

. But success,ift this

will, no doubt, produce an increase in participation, which will,'

once again, mandate increased complexity and differentiation

between learning opportunities.

Of course, this dynamic is more complex than we have made

it seem. There are limits to it. People possess different

interests and levels of mastery, 'ut they also possess similar

interests band similarities ,of mastery. What follows, however',

is a series of scenarios th'at portray these dynamics in more

detail and that explore their implications both for the
o

educational system and for the employment sector .of our society.

Nonetheless, 'vie. have already a premonition of what is to come.

Any successful.and large - stale effort to structure and maximize

the number of learning ogportunities--bus.rides, garden clubs,
.

dinners,_ discussions, museum visits, and gasses --- precisely

f. 18
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because it is responsive to he needs of learners, will have

to becoie complex in distinguishing levels of mastery and

ranges. of topical interests. Yet the-se necessities sound

strangely like the prerequisites and sequences of study that

are, for many, an objectionable feature of the existing

educational system and a chief cause of its being unresponsive

to the needs of learners.

B. The Transformation Scenario:

Sequence, Selection and Certification

Imagine a large-scale lifelong learning enterprise-funded

by the Federal government and established outside of the existing

educational system, an enterprise that is initially without

sequence, without principles of selection for placement, and.

which grants no certificates. Our claim is that that systep of

lifelong learning will

one that is sequenced,

these characteristics

1. 'Sequence

in all probability be transformed into

selective, and. certificatory. Consider-

ad seriatim.

We have already outlined the principal forces that are

likely to impose a structure of sequence upon learning

opportunities. But now consider the.matter in more detail.

Imagine a lifelong Yearning enterprise in which learning

opportunities are'without sequence. What does that mean? It

means simply that no learning opportunity is to be regarded as

a prerequisite for any other. Such a' state of affairs is an

acknowledged possibility. Within limits, it exists already in

19 a
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the educational system. There are many courses offered in

the local college or university that can be taken without

prerequisites. They art usually conceived, however, as
. _

beginning or introductory learning opportunities. But even

with the most advanced and arcane subjects, students are

permitted to choose as their interests may lead them, although

admittedly, they are permitted that choice on the assumption'

that they have attained whatever mastery is needed byway of

prerequisite. It is true that one may start the study of

American history, for example, almost anywhere. One could

start by learning about American arts and crafts. One could

start.by learning about the development of American industry,

or about one's local history. Surely there are no learning

--prerequisites for anyone to serve oh a jury! Yet serving on a

jury it-a major learning opportunity, although not one that is
.

likbly to be arranged_Ax any agency concerned with lifelong

learning. In short, it seems h there may be

prerequisites for learning some thin4p,, there are no

prerequisites for tes_linrdla to learn anything.

Wizen we imagine a largei-scale lifelong learning enterprise

in which there are no sequences of learning opportunitiesfwhat

we imagine is a network of opportunities in whiCh each one is

a beginning.. It is an enterprise in which people begin learning

about art, begin to acquiie the skills of woodworking, begin to

learn accounting, and so tofth:I\puch an enterprise likely '.

to become very ,large? We think, probably not. Ad 4- ttedly,
: .

.
we can conceive of a very iarge numberperhAns even an infinity--7N .

\ A

. . , , ) //

.

---........,,,., 2 0
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of such "beginnings." Yet, the fact that everybody is a-,

beginner in something does not imply that anybody will be

satisfied with simply making new beginnings.

Yet, there is this counter consideration. Eor every art,

for every activity, for every inquiry, there is something that

...mill correspond to "beginning," "intermediate," and "advanced."

The ski instructor will want to know: "Are you a peginner,

novice, an intermediate skier, or an expert?" Theiprudent

person will answer honestly and begin on the bunnyislepe. Thre

just is a sequence in learning to ski. Merely beginning is not

enough. The same is true of working shop, learning about

Social Security Benefits, studying history, or engaging in

community activities. Still, whit is a beginning for some may

be intermediate or even advanced for others. An experienced

person may begin learning about accounting at an "intermediate"
,

level. An inexperienced person may have to begin at a more

elementary And a person who cannot calculate may not

even be able to begin at all There are, in short, levels of

mastery.

From one point of view, every learning bpportunity can be

a beginning, even though, from another point of viewt'it is

clearly a continuation of what has been learned already. 'Thus,
.__.

there are beginnings that are elementary (ABE), beginnings

that are intermediate and beginnings that are advanced. It is

ikely that the study of history will be a prerequisite for

learn' about cooking, but,it is practically a certainty that

capability n calculation is a prerequisite for learning.

21
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accounting or learning how to do surveying. In short, there

are sequences of learning oppOrtunities between different kinds

of activities or subjects. It is also a practical certainty

that the bunny slope is a prerequisite for intermediate skiing

instruction. There will be mastery levele within learning

opportunities of the same kind or subject.

'Clearly, if the enterprise of lifelong learning is to

become very large, then it must take account of such levels

of mastery within activities and experiential prerequisite's

between different iiiEriirig' opportunities. If it does not take .

some matters into consideration, then) it will not be responsive

to the needs of learners and will not expand. Recall our example
%.:;

of dinner conversation as a learning opportunity. Surely an.

invitation to, dine is all that is required as'a prerequisite.

Yet many are unlikely, to come or to stay for the conversation

if it promises to be too trivial for the serious and too

elevated for the novice.

Any effort to expand the scale of lifelong learning in

American society may bdgin without any structure of sequence\

between leakning opportunities, but sequence will either emergen

rather soon or else the effort will" remain small and not

responsive to he needs i3f all learners. If we provide the

learning opportunities thaepeople say:they want, then the .

lifelong learning enterprise will have to impose the strpcture,4

of sequence upon learning opportunities. These forces are not

terribly different from those that make the structure of sequence

so evident
2
a feature of the existing educational system. Scale,

22
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we think, is the decisive factor. The elementary and secondary
. ,

.schools do not simply aip.Ire.to include everyone (within a

definite age range) as participants. They succeed in doing so.

And the problems of responding to different levels of mastery

and different sequences of prerequisites is endemic in that

part of the system. We suspect that it would be a strong

feature of lifelong learning long before it reached the scale

of the elementary and secondary system.

2. Selection

Can a substantial lifelong learning enterprise exist Without

employing prinCiples of selection and screening? By "selection"

in this context, we !wan simply some mechanism for matching

learners to appropriate learning opportunities. The answer is

,clear. Such principles Will have to.be plvoked in the case of

lifelong learning, especially in view of the fact that in anx

large scale effort there will have to be sequences based upon

different mastery levels and experiential prerequisites. The

structure of sequence among learning opportunities implies

selection of some kind, even if it is self -- selection. The more

serious point has to do not with this simplicity, but with the

question as to who will make the selection? Will choice be

exercised by the learner or will assignment to learning chances

be performed by the institution or organization that guides the

enterprise?

, Probably there wiif be no circumstances in which the

. Pi
4-, exercise of choice Will reside entirely on one side or the other.

23,
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Those who manage or facilitate learning opportunities will,

in some measure, select which ones they desire to create and

will in that way restrict the range-of-choices available to

the learner. Still, the American assumption is that where

choices are to be made, adults are capable of making4themt.
1

and when thb' onsequences are bad, thet are capable of dealing

with the situ Lion. Whether that belief is true or false, the

fact remains that it is a functional part of what we ordinarily

mean by being an adult. Therefore, where the exercise of choice

resides in the case of lifelong learning will be determined

partly by the age of the learners. We believe that this

relationship furthermore, is linear. Young children/ typically,

are not expected, indeed, they are not permitted, to exercise

choice in selecting learning opportunities. When they are

permitted extensive choice of selection; as in the "open

classroom," not long after*will come the call for a "return to

basics," by which is-often meant, among other things, a perceived

withdrawal of the child's freedom to choose'what will be learned

and when. With yOung children, the prerogative of choice lieS

strongly on the side o .the schoo,X, the teacher, and the family.
0

On the other hand, th 'elderly are expected to have no such

choices impose& upon them. With them, the prerogative lies

strongly on the side of the learner. We believe, however, that

there are other, more systemic factors that will influence where

the burden of choice will lie in the case of lifelong learning.

Those forces stem primarily from the demand for efficiency.

"Efficiency.," howeirer, means many things. It will mean one

=11.
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thing to the learner, another to whoever provides the

opportunities for learning, and yet something else to the

public. It is important to note, for example, that in the

normal course of - (fairs there are.no incentives for the

formal educational system to be as efficient as it can be.

- On the contrary, it would be more accurate to say that the

formal educational system will operate as inefficiently as the

society will permit it to. That is to say, it is practically

never in the interests of those in the formal educational system

to accomplish whatever it is that they accomplish with

progressively less and less commitment of tire% money, and human

resources. The argument in any school or college is usually

that they can do a better job with a bigger budget, and further,

that they can do a better job dollar for dollar with more money,

more people, and more time. The appeal, in short,_ .is .that

efficiency is always purchased only with more resources. It

is doubtful that anybody really believes such a claim, because

one virtually, never hears the hard argument of efficiency that

as good a job could be done for less. We do not claim that the

formal educational system is peculiar among social institutions

in these ways. We wish only to note here that these are

important features of the educational system. They are likely

to be features of any lifelong learning enterprise, but especially'

of a large one.

Though there may be no inherent incentives for efficiency

in the formal educational system, nonetheless, for the learne4

there aredeep and powerful incentives to maximize efficiency.

25
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He ill want to learn as much as possible withthe least input

of time, .

lifelong

learners,

effort, and money. ClearLy,,if:t0e

learning is tobe truly responsive.

then it 'must be highly efficient.

unlikely' to show up for..axaste of time.
.

--.-

But what does tTiis demand.for efficiency really mean? It
.

is often supposed that the most efficient arrangements for

\ . . .
. - t

learning from the point of vievi'of'the learner arel-those iii,-
-,

0 .

which 'the control of ,what to learn,.in what sequence at what's
... . .

speed, and at what times, is believed to be firmly in the control
.

enterprise of

to the needs of

People are

of the learner . 'These potentialities are.often believed to be

best exemplified in a Variety of individualizing means of
ss

instruction such as computer:aided instruction. But it is a

fundamental feature of air:forms qI programmed instruction that
-

'th'ey require the most careful and refined priordiscriminations.

between levels of Mastery within learning opportunities and
,

sequences between learning opporfuniiies.. Such arrangements

are highly efficient from the point of view of the.Aarner

.0

precisely because a myriad of decisions have already been made
.

. .

. .
'concerning what is to be:learned; what comes first, second,

. .

4.
.

and so forth, and where the stlidelltis'to start. These choices
0 < 6

are notqw the hands of the learner, and that cis partly what
. . ,. . ,

4 makes it a highlyefficient set of arrangements for the learner:
f,

It is illusory to suppo.se that such arrangements place the

control, of learning entirely Ain the hands of the.learner.' Of

the four properties of control--choices of content, sequence,

speed, and convenience -only the latter two--speed of response,

.
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and convenienceare left under tje control of the learner.

We should note that even the efficient use of a library,

from the point of view of the user, requires a heavy measure
4

of either advice and guidance or the previous mastery of an

experienced user.

It, is worth.reminding ourselves of two previouily noted,

banalities.' The first is that learning takes.timeiothe second

every lening Opportunity will have-a-beginning. and an .

end. _Even _television_ programs are_scheduledLand have a beginning

and aend. But why dwell on such transparent truths? Because,

as,anyone can testify who has tried to.lead a committee or call
=\.

a meeting of more than three busy perfons, even the best response

to the learners' demand for convenience is likely. to be

inconvenient to some and perhaps to many. And we should keep
a.

further in mind that even though the timing is inconvenient to

everyone., still, many may show up. (Whether they dol'we_are-

tempted to add, will depend.not upon what is convenient, )out

. ,
upon their individlia utility .curves.) Y'

In shaft, the choice of convenient timing is a decision
.

unlikely to remain in the hands of the learner even under the

best of circumstances. But this may.be no great loss in the-

effort to maximize effkCienty for the learner. After arl

convenience is prqbably both administratively and educationally
. .

less important for the learner to control than speed of learning

4 or speed of response in instruction. Being efficient, for.the

leirner, means being able to learn as fast as possible,

with as little investment of time and energy as.possible;-

. 4
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This demand, imposed upon the lifelong learning enterprise.

by the needs of learners, will have a somewhat different set of

consequences than arise from the demand for convenience. If

we are_ta-.establish arrangements that maximize the efficiency

that the learner requires, then we shall be driven toward a

pattern of homogeneous groupings- 'In lifelong learning,

whatever the setting, intermediate beginners should not be

grouped with elemehtary.beginners atry-more than they are on

the ski slop6. Instead, they'should'be grouped eithet with

other intermediate beginners or else with elementary beginners

who have since advanced, Otherwise, the lifelong. learning

enterprise will be more inefficient for both groups than it needs

to be. There are circumstances, of coutse, in which, for reasons

of management; heterogeneous groupings may be more efficient than

homogeneous groupings. But we have already indicated that what

is efficient fOr management may not often be what is efficient
A

for the learner. But even In these circumstagpes, there is no

doubt that the attainment of homogeneous groupings will remain

an aspiration eVenof management. Hon'ogeneous groupings, if
... . .

they can be provided,. are.more eff4.cient for the learner and
---,

.

less wasteful of everyone's time. The extreme-efficiency for,
.

the learner that is observable in highly individualized

approaches does not arise because such instruction is

individualized. It stems rather from !the fact that, to whatever

extent such arrangements are individualized, they. result in

presSing the need for homogeniety to its logical extreme. In

short, it is not individitalization that gives rise to the

28
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illusion tkat the learner controls the speed of learning.

It is the maximization of homogeniety.

But let us return to a point just noted. Homogeneous

grOupings in learning opportunities are less wasteful of

everyone's time.. That is, they are more efficient for

everyone, and that includes those who are responsible for

managing, directing, facilitating, or leading the creation

and conduct of lifelong learning oppOrtunities. That is to say,

by maximizing efficiency for the learner, those who manage the

lifelong learning enterprise will also be advancing efficiency

from their own perspective. The learner will say, "Dort't waste

my-timei" management will say; "Don't waste ours," and the public

is likely to say, "Milt waste our taxes." There are few instances

within the entire conduct of the educational enterprise in which ,.

these different groups of interests will converge so uniformly.
0.

on a 'single operational direction."'In'tfiis case, what is a

demand of the learner, is also a requirement for the lifelong

learning_ enterprise in order-to be responsive to the learner;

and at the same time a strong interest of the public.

But the direction on which these interests converge is

the direction -of homogeneous groupings within the lifelong

learning enterprise. That is a course of action that will

mandate the further refinement of sequences and prerequisites

that we have already discussed. It will also mandate a strong

creation of selection and screening procedures not unlike those
9

that exist in the established fcrmal educational system.

Admittedly, rsuch.possibilities will arise only when and if the°
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lifelong learning enterprise reaches a rather substantial

scale. But it is also probably a precondition for its growth.

The point that we have been driving at should now be

apparent. Those arrangements that will maximize the learners'

demand for efficiency are precisely those that will take man!:

decisions out of the hands of the learner. Choice, of certain

kinds, will:remain with the learner, probably and primarily as

a function of age. ,But advice and guidance, and perhaps Sven

placement, Will rest heavily on the!side of the institutions

or organizations involved in conducting the lifelong learning

enterprIse.. And there will be such institutions 'or organizations

if there is any substantial Federal role in the enterprise. In

short, the demand to be responsive to the needs of learners,

N , i
evenin the case of lifelong.learning, will reinforce. the

._____ . ,

structure of paquence and prerequisites within and between
.

'

e

learning opportunities and will require something like a strong .

1/1

role of advisement, counseling, andeven assignment in matching
i _t

persons with learning opportunities.

hether the control of learning lies with the. learner or

with 1,thers, will depend, we think partly on scale* partly on
I

deman * and partly on'the content of what learning-is desired.

For elample, there are -some things the learning of which may
0

d.
. . ..

i

be in erently-inefficient. Learning to inquire (thatois,
.

.

/

becoming an inquiring person), like learning to be empathic

or Learning to listen to others, may simply take a 14ng time

and reljuire' lots of false starts. Learning auch_thihgs may be
i

..) .

at onc4 the most important things for all persons to learn and
r)
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also the most inef'itient for anybody,to learn. Inlearn.ing
4 VA

such thingsl'heterodeneous groupings .may be indispensable and
6A1

inefficiency of learnjing-may7be soniqt41A% ,AbAt need s$ to be

jealously gBarded. If that is so, then any su4tantial

Federal role is unlikely to be any substaptia AVentage.
.

_ Instead, it is likely to creape just those conditions in which

the necessary long-t rm and appar*tly nefficient p5ai es

of learning are; likelVtqkbefp eserved.1
- 27

. ,. ..4..-t ---.1 ; ,;,,....1..1...--V c4: q .....".".:7"'Secondly, we Tognize tgat
1

r .-,0
e;elna/1641;a4Agidnals,

,ip. - v
. ,Nr--

:- T.' ,,e, 40/ ; _ A - 'even large populatAoW whose 'inter
i i ,,,,,.--

Aku time
. ,

S ri.

.4 ris
efficiently, but: to use 'time. 4p., They may see 'fel° learning

;,-,

as an opportunity to "kill" time r
//

to make time "pass. ,For

them, perhaps, no Federal rol is needed. For them, life ng

learning may be a form of ,eriteriainment,which, even though

enriching and valuable, requires no more Federal role than an
. . .. ..- /o.
other entertainment,

71
We do not wish to suggest that- lifelong

,

learning as a movement relafed to social problems is unimportant
. . .A. ,..... -

-4- dt s
or should not be encouraged for such populations. We wish only

.

to suggest that it may not require any substantial Federal role

independently of programs that already exist. It suggests rather

that under such provisions as FHA financing, the Federal

Government might impose educational requirements:in the "social

progariffiEr'of retirement centers just as they might impose
1

_

standards for medical services in such places.

Then again, we acknowledge that the attainment of

efficiency, the demand for it on the part of learners, and the

creation of homogeneous groupings for lifelong learning probably

31
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cannot occur unless the enterprise is rather large. If it

is large, then, our thesis is, the enterprise will need to

establish not only sequence between learning opportunities,

but also something starkly resembling the kind of screening,

placement, advisement, and assignment that is often viewed as

an objectionable feature of the established educational system.

Indeed, if it ever happens that the demandfor lifelong learning

ever exceeds the supply and that securing such learning services

becomes a serious social good, then we are quite convinced that
O

'the,pot4er of choice will most certainly,be transferred ;from, the

learner to the managers of the lifelong learning enterprise.

Consider the Baake case. It is important to note that,this

case centers around questioni of criteria for access to medical

school and not access to programs leading to a Doctorate in
r

Sociology. Access to a degree program in sociology is not

usually regarded as a choice as ,socially consequential as

admission to a Thedical school. Neither is there any severe

-demand that exceeds the supply of such opportunities. But when

the cOnsecile9es are far-reaching, and the demand is excessive,

/
the maximal conditions are satisfied for screening, admission,

/

1 ! p:-...

.
and placementto fall most strintgly..lin the hands of the managers

f
4.w,t ,./. 4 : k ,

of the system and outside the:,reachof the learner. One is

'7

permitted torNclo.altat9ze,Apt,fuch conditions will never arise
ic3 t!

in the case of lifelong learning. But3pla$ judgment is also

a commentary on the gravity, the scope, and the magnitude of

the Federal role in lifelong learning.

,
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These considerations argue strodgly.that any Federal

role in the support of lifelong learning cannot omit support

for the development and perfection of the function of guidance,

advisement, and placement--the matching of learner to learning

-opportunity-t-in the lifelong learning enterprise. The

performance bf such a, functAon is a necessity if lifelong

learning is ioi'gr.ow; ,ik.is/en inevitability if lifelong

learning is to sitly the demand to be responsive to le.irners.
.

But the performance of'such a function neednot be lodged .4

initially with agencies or with expertise found within units

of the existing educational system. it might be carried out

by the support of new .social roles described best, perhaps,

as "educational brokers." Such a function may be lodged in

schools, school systems, museums, libraries, or in independent

agencies. But wherever such afunction is lodged, its presence

cannot be avoided, and its successful development, ironically

enough, will be sufficient to make its independence of the

existing system more and more problematic. Its success, in

short, will tend to make the lif lohg.learning enterprise more

and more a system and less and less independent of, the already

existing system of education:- --,

3. Certificatiorf

The certification function of the educational system, it

seems, is the favorite "evil" of all educational reformers.

It is that aspect of the established system that needs most to

be weakened and yet is most difficult to avoid altogether.

33
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Indeed, wesh 11 are that the certification function_.oL4he . ,
\ -...,

educational ystem never arises except where the structurail .-

-1
VI f

features of sequence and selection already exist, and further

_

.- that given the existence of sequence, selection, and large
..\

,

Scale, it is inevitable that certification will also appear.

But by "certification" we do not mean to 'speak simply of

'such devices as degrees and diplomas. Nor do we equate

certificatiOn with licensure. An educational certificate is

not merely a means of admitting-its possessor to the practice t

1,of barbering, carpentryl_auto:r/pair, or any other of the

-

several practices of society. By "educational".certificates"

rather we mean aryl, social_device that permits one, as it were,

to exchange the educational activities, that have ,been performed

in one place for those that would havebeen*Performed somewhere

else provided that one had been in that other place.

Certificates, thus, arethose deviced, of whatever for,

that serve, as it were, as ."'the medium of ,exchange" between

different educational programs in different places oras

testimony that dile is qualified to.perform a particular socially

desired task. thout certificates, in this sense'h within the
.

existing educational system,, there would be no stay that one

could go from one place to another and carry Along the evidence

that' one had acquired some, specified skills or knowledge
-

, regarded ,as socially important. 'Thus-, 'certificates, can be

represented by such things as transcripts, letters, scores on

tests, records of evaluan1-6xperience and a host of other

social instruments that provids'a form of public testimony.'

.34
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They all function as the "medium" by, which one
\
exchanges

. \.

I(

activities performed in one place for thos that woad have

beem performed somewhere else had one been in thatpther place .

\
instead'.

. \\ .e:
.

, Educational certificates, -thus, are the instruments of

sequence and selection. They are those social devices, whateVer

their fore, that permit one educat&gnal program or learning

experience to be,, mated with' mother from some distance. They

are what permits one to move, from Alma Mater to Alma Pater, to

take up where one left of ancl'in the process they establish

- not only the standards Of sequence and of mastery level, but

also, a strong relation between Alma Mater and AlmePater.

Indeed, it is the consequence o,f certificates, so conceived,

that Alma Pater and Alma Mater come to be linked in a single

system. Without such certificates they are simply independent

centers of educational activities., With such certificates they

become different centers of activity linked in a single system.
4

As -"coinage of exchangei" such certificates may be accepted

from place to place at par value, at inflated.value, or at

discounted value.. But, in any case, they are the social

instruments by which we implement the structural meaning of

mastery levels, sequence, and placement and advisement in n,

educational system. They are, at the same tim4, precisely what

makes the system of learning opportunities a sy tem. They are

not necessarily what makes it an%educational system, even though

they arise from the inevitabilits of what c:onsl itutes learning,
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and from what is required for an efficient response to the needs

of learners.

It is quite possible, of course, to conceive of the lifelong

learnin enterprise so that no need for certificates will arise.

But.what is the meaning of such a conception? What does it

really add up to? It means that learning opportunities are

provided and sought for no reasons whatever that require any

public testimony of what is learned. It means, in other words,

that such learning.l.s undertaken for no purely instrumental

reasons requiring validation by persons other than the learner.

No doubt, for example, we15ll learn, a great deal from the

displays, lectures, and self-guided tours that are excellently
a 'V

: ."

provided in the nation's National Parks and in tqp,museum centers'

of the world. Such learning is personally enriching and socially

-desirable to promote. Yet, in such cases.nobody cares whether .

4
any testimony As offered to others c6nfirmihg what has been

-
,

.learned. Cprtlficates are neither provided for such. learning

4
.

.-
. .

nor sought by learners. Stich learning, hoviever, is neither
4vt.

offered nor'souglit for purposes of "job upgradinglo "skill

maintena nce," or "career training." Learning undettaken. for

these latter purposes is quite likely to require some form of

public testimony of mastery. " It is likely to require the

introduction° of certificates of some kind.

Thus when.l.wa_conce4ve a lifelong learning enterprise. that

contains no function of certification, what we areconceiving

is a network of learning opportunities in which'learning is

' sought and provided as a consumer good. Such an enterprise, we

36
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think, is likely to remain small. Undeniably, it will be

smaller than one providing also learning opportunities for

instrumental pUrposes and which, therefore, will introduce a

range of certificates providing public testimony as to what has

been learned and serving as a medium of exchange.

A lifelong learning enterprise with no instruments of

certification is small, limited:in-purposes, and not responsive

to afl the learning needs of all persons. It is likely, in fact,

to appeal most to those who,are most prepared, to'find in learning
%...-. . .:.

a source of pleasure and personal enrichikent.- It will be favored

most by those who see In learning a kind of consumer good. The

result will almost certainly produce a distribution of

participation that corresponds to nobody's view of what is

socially equitable. Insofar as social equity is a fundamental

concern of Federal policy, as we believe it must be, then any

substantial Federal role in promoting lifelong learning will have
-

to encourage learning that is sought by learners for instrumental

-reasons. It will, therefore, almost of necessity be a role that

will encourage the rise of certificates of attainment within the

lifelong learning enterprise.1

1Whether the movement of lifelong learning expands or does
not expand, it will have to be staffed. And if the enterprise
requires the expenditure of public funds, then there will arise'a
strong public interest in assuring that those who stafflt are
.properly qualified/ and qualified by some other measure than peer
acceptance among lifelong learning educators. .Those qualifications /
will undoubtedly include certification from the exiWting..educational
system. Though it is likely that those who staff the lifelong,
learning enterprise will be certified, at least partly, through the
existing educational' system, it is unlikely that the educational
system will be staffed by those who are certified within the
lifelong learning enterprise.

The point is that whatever may bey the Federal role, the
lifelong. learning movement is now and will continue to be related
to the existing educational system and related in quite definable
ways. And that relation will be significantly determined by .the :

necessities for_ the certification function.
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Summary. In presenting the details of this transformation

scenario, we have nowhere spoken of the existen,:eof-a lifelong

learning "system" in the sense that weal l speak from time to

time of the "system" of formal education. We have presented

only those considerations that make it reasonable to expect such

a system to emerge from its expAsion into a large scale

enterprise. The presence and management of sequences, levels

f mastery, ,systems of guidan;9e, advisement and placement,,, and
It_

certificates of attainmentthese are all that is necessary for

the lifelong learning enterprise to become a."system" in the

same sense as the already existing system of education for which

it is supposed to provide alternatives.

Neither have we claimed that everything included within

the activities of,lifelong learning will manifest these

properties of sequence, selection, and certificdtion. . But

neither should anyone suppose that all activities conducted

within the existing formal system have:such features. Our claim

has been merely that an enterprise of learning opportunities that

starts with none of these,features, wifl son acquire them,

provided it becomes a successful enterprise-of large Scale-. But,

on the other hand, an unsuccessful program of small scale requires

no Federal\role. That is not the set of circumstances we have

been asked to examine.

We have assiduously attended,.moreover, to the assumption

that lifelong learning activities are successful in reaching

their most fundamental goal, namely, being responsive to the

needs
0

of learners. Thdugh lifelong learning has.and will
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continue" to have other characteristics than those we have

_"considered, still, we would claim that these structur-al'and

systemic fecAtures are likely to be the most powerful... What

'begins as no systemetwill end as.a. "system" of lifelong

_learning% That is the transfoanation scenario..

C. Other Scenarios and Other Social 'Sectors:

employment, The Educational System, and Compulsion

Let us speak then of the lifelong learning system. We

may ask.how it might be related to the employment sector of

society, how it is likely to be related to the existing

educational system, and whit may be the consequences in either
AL

case? We shall consider (1) the employment sector and compulsory

education, (2) the prospects for absorption and independence of

the lifelong learning system, and (3) lifelong learning and

reform of the existing educational system.

1. Employment and Compulsion

Employment: In at least two ways, employers might reward

persons for participating in the lifelong learning system. First,

they might, ,and often do, subsidize the costs to the employee

for, participation. But secondly, they might, and sometimes doi

--create incentives for employees to continue learning by

rewarding such participation th gh job advancement and'job

piacement. The second of these is probably the most powerful,

of the `two for forging a link between the employmenesector.of

society and the lifelong learning system. But it provides, by

no means the only grounds for such a link.'

39 .
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In -any society where employment presupposes the possession

of learned skills ana knowledge,_ the maximally efficient means

for any employer to secure precisely the skills he needs in

his employees is to conduct the needed education himself. In

that way, the content of what is learned remains firmly in his

control and the endorsement of its possession is "first hand."

But, the benefits of efficiently determining what is learned

must be balanced against the costs of providing such education.

And those costs can be considerable. The better path,' and the

one that is typically pursuede-is to give'up some measure of

control over what is learned in exchange.for scmeone.else,

preferably the_public and the employee, bearing the costs of

the education. This trade-off is partly what makes the
4

established ed ational system age-graded and makes schooling

a Prerequisite Ito employment.

,Regardless of the future of lifelong learning, employers,

.nodoubtivwill continue providing their own educational prOgrams

in order for their employees to secure job - relates skills.

Indeed, in most studies such educational programs are already

included when calculating partidipation rates in lifelong:

learning. They are a part of the social landscape, and we mc.i

-be sure

that if

knowledge required by employers could be Secured through some

that they will continue; But we may'be equally sure

the necessary and quite specific jobrrelated skills and

v.

other agency at somebody else's expense, that would be a.preferred

solution. This path to the future preserves and perhaps even

heightens the interests of employers in controlling the content
4

.
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and standards what will pass unde the name of lifelong -

learning, and it relates the lifelo g learning system more

securely to the needs and control o employers.

Reward at the work place for iarticipation in the lifelong

learning system, together with control over its job-ielated

offerings by employers, would cons itute a' strong link between
, .

the lifelonglearning system and the employment sector of

society. We do not believe that tNis control can ever be

But'we b4iieve that 1p can be, and is already,

The strength of this link, as well as its dynamics,-1 -

' 1

clearly exposed if we examine what-it would mean '

unqualified.

substantial.

will be most

for participation in-the lifelong learning system to become

compulsory. We believe that it is already compulsory for certain

groups within our society. But we' do not raise the questiori for

that reason. We raise it, rather, bechuae we think that the

question will revealimportant features of the link between the
l v .

!

-

lifelong learning system and employment in our society, on the

one hand, and between the lifelong learning system and the

educational system, on the'other hand.

Compulsory education: Formal schooling in our society is

compulsory. -It is not compulsory, however, because there are

compulsory education statutes. It is compulsory in the same

way that going to the hospital is compulsory for one who is in

desperate need of surgery. Attendance is compulsory because-

the alternatives to attendance are fatal. This is a form of

compulsion that is vastly stronger and more irresistable than

41
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could be created by any statute. The compulsion for schooling

(:1 has little to do with statutes requiring attendance and much

to do with near universal rates of attainment in the system.

I

The point can be simply put. When everyone completes

high schoo l, then high school completion, in and of itself,

cannot be socioeconomically advantageous for anyone. On the

other hand, in a society where nobody completes high school,

then failure to complete it can be,no problem--*dropping out"

carries no social liabilities. 'But suppose that 75% of all 17

year olds complete the twelfth grade.
1

Being an attainer in

such a group is likely to bring little zelative advar-age to

any individual. The advantage is probably less than it would be

were one part of a generation in which only 50% completed high

/
school. The important fact, howver, is that under such

C

circumstances it is absolutely socioeconomically disastrous to

be among the '25% who fail to attain. Schooling becomes compulsory.

We believe that schooling becomes compulsory in this way at any

level of the system when around 65% of an age-cohort complete

that level.2

The obvious question is this: Could lifelong learning

become compulsory in a way similar to the way that schooling has

become compulsory in the formal system of education? If we

11n fact, the national high school attainment rate expressed
as a ratio to 17 year olds has been about 75% for the last 13
years. See U.S. Department of Health,-Educationland Welfare,
Natlonal Center for Educational Statistics, Digest of Educational
Statistics, 1977 edition.

2The reasoning that leads us to this conclusion is intricate
and cannot:be fully explicated in this brief report. It derives
from our on-going study of the behavior logic of educational
systems.
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consider the lifelong learning system as a whole, including

all the diversity that it is likely to contain, then the answer

would have to be, "No." However, within the diversity of the

lifelong learning system, there are bound to be learning

opportunities of longer or shorter duration that are offered,

entered, and completed, for their instrumental relation to

employment and other opportuni1ties. Should this happen, then

1

that aspect of the lifelong 1 arni g system might well become
/

compulsory even though other spes of ,the lifelong learning

system do not.

There are three reason's to suppose that such a possibility

is also a probability. Eackhas been mentioned in other

contexts, but each deserves mention again. First of all, many

employers complain nowadays both that theichools produce

students )with skills that are irrelevant to the mi4Ower"ndeds4
.4

of the economy and students with no "marketable" skills at all:

The career education movement is, to a large extent, an expressipn

of such a complaint. Thus, for reasons that we have already

mentioned, both employers and trade unions may well`view with

favor any effort to provide a tighter "fit" between education

and work.

As the lifelong learning system expands, opportunities of

_.tbis_sort that alr,dy exist are likely to multiply. They are

also likely to come more securely under the control of employers

and unions. We must recognize that though the business community

and the economic demands of the society exercise considerable

influence in the formal educational system, still that influence
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is far from decisive. And it is difficult to make it effective.

There is a kind of "ideology of the public 'good" th-at has always

informed the public role of the public schools. There is no '

such strong ideology in the lifelong learning movement. It

arises more strongly fkom the desire to serve the quite

individual desires and needs of quite individuarlearners, and

the aggregate of individual interests dbes not add up to a

"public interest." Employers, trade-unions,arid other,interest

groups are likely to find that the quite specific control of

content and standards will be easier to achieve in the lifelong

learning system than in the already existing educational system

even if that system extends its.activities to include lifelozig

learning..

But secondly, because nbarly everyone is coming to possess'

a high school diploma, that diploma is no longer an effective

screening device for hiring. Necessarily, it does not testify

to any specific employment skills. Thus, it has already been'

the experience of some employers tht a h h school "equivalency

certificate," normed to quite specific achievement standards,

is often more useful than the diploma in testifying to the

possession of skills for employment. Thus, the beauty of a

closer "fit" between lifelong learning opportunities and

useful employment skills also lies in the development of a new

and more useful screening device: a lifelong learning, job-

au related certificate.

Lest anyone suppose that this potentiality is small, we

hasten, to add that much of the "organized instruction ", for
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aAults is in those programs that are sponsored by employers

for those in "middle management*: and those beginning career's.

And these lifelong learning opportunities are already typically

compulsory for career advancement in such.comp'anies.
1

. .

Finally, we should note again that social equity is a

fundamental goal of Federal policy, and differential

participation rates in the lifelong learning system are likely

be viewed as inequitable, whether or not-thevare-in-fact.

Yet there is a considerable body of evidence that less advantaged

social groups are moke likely to partidipate in adult learning

activities when they believe that some fairly clear and

significant socioeconomic benefits are to be derive-d'from

participation. Thus, from another quarter there'will be found

strong, interests in maximizing the number of job, employment

related, or_ instrumentally defined offerings within the lifelong

earning system, if only to achieve a socially more balanced

participation rate.

We think it is unlikely that participation in the lifelong

.earning system will, as a general rule, become compulsory. For

1
See K. Patricia Cross, A Critical Review of State and.

National Studies of the Needs and Interests of Adult Learners, a
paper prepared for an NIE Invitational Conference, Washington,
D.C. September 26-28, 1977, pg. 6. Irk.figures compiled from the
NCES Triennial Survey for 1975, Cross reports,,that,participation
in adult learning in 1975 was drawn disproportionately from the
25 to 44 age group (35.6%). This is the group thatis most likely
to contain participants in career entry and mid-career, employer
supported learning opportunities. And these are also the
opportunities that are most likely ttor.be compulsory as things
stand currently. They are often as compulsory for such individuals
as the bar exams.'..tre compulsory for those eeking to engage in .

legal practice..
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significant populations, however, we believe that it is already
us.

compulsory, and that that social compulsion for participa on

will grow within the lifelong learning system as the system

expands. Many thifigs may be achieved by expanding_the

lifelong le'arning system to a large-scale enterprise. But

among them we must include the likely expansion of compulsory
,

education. The absence of legal compulsion for participation

provides only the weakest of grounds for claiming that compulsion

is not present.

There is, however, this technical difficulty in being quite

clear and precise in advancing this claim. Compulsion in

lifelong learning cannot be described with the precision that

compulsion in schooling can be described. CompletifIg high

school, we have claimed, becomes compulsory when about 65% of

the 17 year old age cohort completes high school. But in relation

to lifelong learning, there is no age cohort reference group.

Instead, therefetence group is either, the labor force or a

/ subsection of the labor force. In the lifelong learning system,
/

the onset of compulsion, expressed as a percentage=of the entire

labor force, is likely to occur at a success rate far less than

65% because may a portion of activities in the lifelong learning

syitem will be defined instrumentally and because the lifelong

learning system cektificates are likely'to berelev'ant only

to a small range of employment opportunities. However, if wet,

can identify the potential labor force for a small range of

jobs, thenlewe think that compulsion is likely to set in at a

success level that represents about 65% of this reference group.

Trt-kf........Z.A.1.

r 1
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This methodological consideration, of course, simply comp°

41

'sates

the determination Of when compulsory lifelong learning - s likely

to emerge; it do /s not affect the presence or absence of

compulsion.

2. The Absorption and Independence Scenarios

What are the-Lconditions under which the lifelong learning

system' will become simply an extension of Ote regular educational

system, and,under what conditions might it remain independent?

These are°vital questions to consider in determihing the shape

of the Federal role in lifelong learning. For if'the result of

any large effort is likely to end simply as an extension of

the system that already exists, then funding, right from the

. -beginning, might well take the form of supporting the existing

arrangements in the effort to take on new activities. That

would be preferable ,to starting an entirely new development.

Absorption: Between the alternatives of absorption and

independence, we think that absorption is the more likely

future for a large-scale lifelong learning system. Which future

occurs will be decisively determined by the operation of

educational certificates. They are, you will recall, the common

coinage by which different centers of learning are related to

one-another into a system. If it were to happen that the local

,college or university would grant 6'credits of x and y to anyone

who could present evidence of having satisfactorily completed

n number of hours of instruction in educational programs

conducted by General Electric for its own employees/ and if/

47
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conversely, Gen ral Electric were to accept 6 credits of x

and y in the lo al college as equivalent to n numbers bf hours

in its own programs of instru4ion,.'then, for all practical

ptirposes, the ed)ational activities of General Electric to

just that extent can be regarded as a part of the regularly
.

established educational system, It would be reasonable to

describe such arrangements as constituting simply an extension

of the existing educational system.

But such arrangements need not be reciprocal in order for

us tosay that the lifelong learning system has been absorbed
.

into the existing educational system. It will suffice if such
.

an exchange of activities-operates in either of the two

directions. If General Electric is willing to acknowledge that

So many credits in the system will adequately substitute for

so many hours of instruction in their'own programs, then, from

the point of view of General Electric, its programs are a part

of the system, even if the local college does not reciprobAe./

On the other hand, if the local college is willing,to give n

credits for specified kinds of instruction,provided by General .

EleCtric, then',"froM t e point of view of the local college,

the programs of GeneractElectric are, to just that e tent,
...

also a part of the system even though General does not
"1 0- - 7 1 °. $ i, , . , -,. ' '1.1me :IL

reciprocate.. Under any of these conditions, we would be 'entitled

kto say, that the boundaries of the existing educationa system 4t

)

had-simply been expanded, and the test of that claiM is that .

educational certifiCates operate. between the two pnits as a

.medium of exchange for educational activities.

48
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It mignt be claimed that, even so, activities 'in the

lifelong learning system will be different becausp they are

less likely to be age-graded and ate libre likely to hi

experientially based. They are.more likelyto be.conducted

in a setting closely related to actual practice. On the

other hand, we should note that as the lifelong-learning

enterprise expands, as homogeneous groupings become more

feasible in responding to the needs of learners, then age-
,

.,-

.--

gradedness is likely to arise-also. ndeed, for certain r.

. .. , ./.-

'3, L

activities within the lifelong learnin system, it is-qikely to,'
/

be an essential feature from the beginning. Those whO participate

in programs for the elderly will, no d ubt be 'elderly. Though

the differences in their ages may be. as great as twenty years,

it is not a twenty years that is likely to constitute much of

a departure fromage-gradedness. Age-- g adedness, in short, is

not a feature of learning opportunities that is limited-to the --

regular educational system. -

In addition, we should remind ours lves that units within

the existing educational system already *yard what are called

"experience-based.credits." Admittedly,:the practice hai

declined in recent years in some institutions .---Bit

rapidly expanding in others. If it declines( that will be due 4

primarily to the difficulty in establishing a workable standard

of the par value of learning by experience. No one doubts that

experience teaches. But the felt necessity is to equate what

is learned into some standard convertible to academid credit.

In short, we suspect that wherever educational certificates from

4 v. 49
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the.lifelong learning system function as a medium of excha

the arbiter of that exchange value will be the standards of

equivalence established within the existing educational system.
\\

But this is only another scenario for the absorption of the

lifelong learning system into the existing eduCational system.

The principle that we ate driving at and that, given
.

sufficient space, we can defend in detail, is just this: Any

institution that is established for the _purpose of awarding

educational' ertificates, and any institution that awards

educational certificates, even if established outside the

existing educational system, will be absorbed into that system.

This same principle will apply to the lifelong learning systeM

insofar as its activities lead to lifelong learning certificates;

Independence: The creation of an effective "medium of

exchange" getweene educational system and the lifelong

learning system, we think, 4s sufficient for the lifelong

learning system to simply be absorbed into the existing

educational system. It may seem, therefOre, that the absence '

of such a "system of exchange" would be sufficient to preserve

the independende of the lifelong learning system from the

existing educational system. We think, howgver, that thih is

too simplistic a view, The truth of the relation is likely to

be moie*complex,
., .

. .. .

Ihdeed, we think that there are three conditions that

would 4 sufficient to maintain the independence of the lifelong

learninsystemrand that all three will be present, in some

degree.

5C
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The fiist is the maintenance .of-a strong link between

the lifelong learning system And theemployment system. In
fr

short, ,AUE the kind of certificatory mechanism that we have

described becomes a salient feature of the lifelong learning

. system, then for.many persons, and for many liurposes, it may

become a kind of substitute for ,the existing educational

system. For many; attainment within the.lifelong learning

system canthen become a substitute for attainment in the

usual educational system. Under these circumstances; it is

quite plausible to expect the existing,system to:declinesin

size. More.and inlor0 will be affordpd the chdnce to seek
. .

learning in the ltfelong learning'sYstem Will alternative.
to seeking more educatpn within the existing system. This

would assurethe independence of the4.ifelong learning system,

but it would also incrake_the probability that the lifelong

lea'rning system would increase the extent of compulsory

_ - education within our society. .

,\. ,

Secondly, if the educational system is prevented from

establishinc, the criteria for attainment in-the,lifelong

learning system, that is, if'itis prevented from becoming the

arbiter Of the "exchange value" of.eduOtiori4,1 certificates

then the lifelong learning system woul&TetL its independerice

from the existing educational system. This seems' undesirable' -.4

to do, however, because if the lifelong learning system is to

by responsive to,the needs of learners and at the same time

reflexive in providing new ways for entry and exit from the

existing pattern of education)i4then surely, existing

.

5

\:
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institutions of education will have to be the arbiters of what

value will be attached to learning within the lifelong lekrning

system. What we ire,liXe1y to see, in short.l.is one set of

valueSbeing attached to` learning within the, lifelong learning.

system by those,in the employment sector of society and quit

another valuation placed on those achievements by those within

the educational eYqtem. This woufashave the effect of my.
only strengthening, but a40 legitimizing-the capacity ofstrengthening,

educational institutions o,evaluate,persons' experience in4

terms that suit the purposes of the educational system rather

than the purposes of the emplcyment sector of society. In 4

short, the purposes of education within the system will continue

to be primarily access to more education within that system

rather thari an improvement of persons' lives and .the quality

their expertise. The maintenance of independence in this

way-will also have the problematic value of placing the control

of what is learned'evenmore securely than it is now-in the

hands of employers, --
, .

The-third condition that would suffice to secure the

independence of thelifelong learning system is straightforwardly

connected with scale and the content of what is learned through

lifelong learning. If _the lifelong learning system 'limited

to creating learning opportunities that- haveno instrumental.
.

value whatever either for employment or for, securing subsequent

education within the regular educational system, then, we think,

it will remain a system for learning that is independent of the .

existing system. But, in that case, we think, it will also

es,
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remain small in scale. 'It will then be an enterprise for the
,.-------"" .. .

a

__.:^'''-- advancement of learning primarily as a consumer good: In
. ,

',

that case, it would have'no.certificatOry 1460ff6i-either in
,

relation tr employment or in relation to the existing

institutions'ofeducati n. 4
Lc

We do nou'iwish to minimize. the 4.mportance oe such an

enterprise either for the individuals whoselives would be
.S

enriched, for the social benefits that would come from such

an effor'c, ok for the contributionethat such an effort would
.

make to ameliorate the, social problems that we sketched at

the outset as basic to the lifelong learning movement.

3. Lifelong Learning and. Educational Reform

So far we have concentrated almost entirelyon the potential

pitfalls that confkcnt Fedetal efforts ill lifelong learning. It
dfo

is necessary that we take them seriously forthe sake of wise

'social action; but it is important that we not be overwhelmed

by their 'enormity and become blind to.conieggences of a

beneficial nature. Federal involvement in lifelong learning- -

even if it sh6uld lead to thi.transformation and absorption of

'lifelong learning by the educational system--could have a
. .

positive reforming effect 9p the educational arrangements of
.. - ,

American society. .
.

0
..-"

4 t

Presentlysithe4path to employment andisustained learnin§

is_%monopolized, to a large extent, by the formal educational

system. Vot only does this state of affairs unnecessarily
A

limit the range of°choices available tothe-American people,
4
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it also stigmatizes those who elect the only alterdative to

remaining in the educational system. To be a drop-out in a

world where 'dducational'certification is a key,to social

success'is too often a path to failure, feelings of worthlessness.

and attitudes of bitterness. -Beyond the liabilities of leaving

the. educational syqtem are the problems associated with

re-entering the system. Because of the structural, sequential

rigidity of the formal system, in which one must wade through

a mass of prerequisites tefore on can pursueNa serious

educational interest, persons, whether young,or old, are often
.

discouraged from dropping back in. tut perhaps even more

troublesome is a pervasive atmosp here, of paternalism, rising

out of age-grading (Weighted towards the young), that ensures

the treatment of human beings as objects for socialization
.

ather than as partners in.learning. If anything, it is

probably the paternalistic treatment of adolescents and young
&ma

adults that encourages -dropping -out. Ana the last:thing adult :

learners need is to be treated like zhildren.

Thus, almost any well-thought out alternativeto existing
- ,

i"
educatioW arrangements in society would constitute some

improvement. Though it may be undesirable to expand the

present educational syttem by either charging it with the

responsibility of undertaking, lifelong learning or allowing it

to absorb lifelong learning, even that state of affairs may

help to enlarge the range of educational choices Whatever

the,evolution of lifelong learning, there is no 1.-eson to

st1222st that it would lose its-predominate character of being

non :me-graded and more txpepientially-based.

4
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A more informal, prerequisite flexible, non-age-graded

lifelong learning network would make it easier to drop out

of education at one point anddrop back in at another.

Furthermore, if the offerings within lifelong learning were

more experientially-based, it may,serve the needs of those

whose needs are not now served by the educational system.

And lastly, the effect of a large-scale lifelong learning

network connected to the employment sector would probably

reduce the size of the formal educational system. This, too,

might constitute an improvement over the existing situation.'

For if the present educational system became--as it once, was- -
0

only one among several paths'to employment and adulthood,

individuals who selected to remain within it might more easily

pursue education for its own benefits rather than for the

relative socioeconomic benefits of educational attainment. .

At the heart of the educational problem in a technological

society is the problem of social and economic competence. Or

should we say the certification of lcompetence? Presently, we

as a society believe that there is but one prevailing way to

measure competence that is both basTd on merit and objectively

ddt.erminable:, years of schooling attained, grades achieved,

.and diplomas received. Yet the diversity among human beings,

the certainty that years of attainment do not determine

competence, and the certainty that years of schooling are not

Merely a function of merit--all these argue that competence

cannot be measured and certified in only one way. To believe

otherwise compels individuals to pursue competence down a
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one-track road, only to find, upon arriving with most of one's

peers, that competence is still fat ahead. "Competence" can

be won in this way, but only at the expense of those peers who
1

have dropped out of the race.

What our society requires is not so much a new race or

giving some individuals a head start ----so that all arrive at

once to no effect--but rather a variety of different races.

The. certification of competence is endemic to every society,

even the most avowedly socialistic ones. So it does little

good to suggest that there need not be a race at all. But

what we can provide are different ways for individuals to

pursue and show ,themselves as competent : ways that take into

account the diversity of human talents as well as simply shier
. .

human cussedness.

In this context, lifelong learning offers a possible

alternative to schooling as a means for establishing competence.

We should take care, however, to ensure that lifelong learning

is a true alternative and not merely an extension of the single

race embodied in schooling. However, we must alio ensure that'

lifelong learning does not supplant schooling and become the

only race in town.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Would a substantial Federal role in creating a large-scale

110
enter rise of lifelong learning, turn out to be a reform of

education, a needed social'adOancement, or would it turn out

merely to be another avenue for expanding the already existing

system of educational institutions? Would such an effort, turn

out to produce expansion of education, or reform? The, picture

is mixed. But these conclusions seem at least worthy of

serious consideration.

A. Scale and Social Experiments

We have sought to demonstrate that differences of scale in

lifelong learning are important. They turn out to be differences

in purposes, content, and goals. We have argued that there is

unlikely to be any such thing as a successful, focused, Federal

role in lifelong learning that turns out to be of small scale.

But, as we shall see in a moment, there may be such a thing

as a successful and distributed or on-focused Federal role

that can continue to be of small scal . At the moment,

however, our point is to stress the clai that small-scale

experiments devised to determine the effect of Federal

partici ation is a course that will be maximal misleading

for the formation of Federal policy. In short, if ere are

important differences in consequences and goals that aria

from differences in scale, then examining the results of

51
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small-scale social'experiments is certainly not the way to

learn how to anticipate large-scale effects. ,:The results of

small scale social experiments are unlikely to inform us

about the consequences of large-scale efforts. They are, on

the contrary, most likely to mislead us.

3

B. A Distributed Federal Role

We have suggested already, however,\that there is a different

path for the development of the Federal role in lifelong learning.

The government .can expand the requirements for FHA approval of

retirement homes so Is to mandate the development of plans for

lifelong learning just as they currently prescribe the

requirements for providing medical services. But this is only

one example of what might be done to provide lifelong learning

opportunities througWalready existing Federal programs. The

Small Business Administration is currently engaged in creating

seminars around the country for assistance to women who seek

to start their own business or to improve their existing

business skills. It might be required, with appropriate

subsidy, that these efforts be carried out in conjunction with

existing and local educational institutions so that they begin

to identify the need and develop the institutional capacity to

satisfy it in a continuing fashion.. Examples can be multiplied

for a range of small efforts dispersed throughout the enormous

number of existing Federal programs. Many such possibilities

exist without the necessity of further legislation:: But where

further legislation is needed, it may be required only in order
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to authorize an extension or modification of existing agency

regulations for,the aftinistlation of 1e5Aslation,.

C. Non-Systert Activities

If new initiatives are called for, then it would be

desirable to identify those institutions and existing

arrangements that with maximum benefit and minimal adjustment ,

ti

might best carry out a new program of lifelong learning. Kat

is sought is an enlarged network of learning opportuni

that is (1) accessible on demand, (2) of low cost t the

learner, and (3) open`to persons of all socialylasses,

Occupational status, and ethnic origin. If we-survey the

existing institutions in American society that already satis

these conditions we think that the imeeicamples Would be

(1) museums, (2) libraries, and (3) the educational media.

With new initiatives and substantial funds to underwrite

the effort, these :'.nstitutioni might be converted from

essentially depository and non-structured institutions for

learning into aggressive institutions that would seek out the

y

learning needs of each community and aggressively seek to satisfy

those needs. Such institutions already. have the capacity to

act in concert with existing educational centers, with labor

unions, with voluntary associations and any other segment of

society where learninj opportuniti are sought. They are

furthermore, already either public or charitable institutions

possessing the administrative capability and the legal standing

to receive Federal funds independently of the supposed2y more



inflexible and so/idly entrenched system of formal public

education. Such ah effort would have the added virtue of

providing.a suitable base for the creation of "educational

54

brokers" and learning advisory systems on a large scale. The .

recent expansion of museums, museology, libraries and library

science would furthermore assure such a network of learning

systems a qualified staff.

D. System Subsidies

Finally, but only in conjunction with some mix of these,

other recommendations, we would recommend subsidies for existing

institutions within the formal educational system so that they

may expand whatever effort they already make'in non-degree,

learning so that they can work through an expanded ana more

aggressive system of museums, libraries, and educationall

brokers to satisfy learning needs among populations that .they

do not now serve.
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